P53-dependent expression of the stress-induced protein (SIP).
The mouse stress-induced protein (SIP) mRNA is activated in the pancreas with acute pancreatitis and in several cell lines in response to various stress agents. The SIP gene is alternatively spliced, generating two proteins (SIP'8 and SIP27). Both proteins, located mainly in the nucleus, promote cell death when overexpressed in vitro. We show that induction by stress agents of the expression of SIP18 and SIP27 mRNAs, observed in human- and mouse-derived cell lines, is absent from cells with deleted, mutated or inactive p53, suggesting that regulation of SIP gene expression is dependent on p53. That hypothesis is consistent with the presence of a functional p53-response element within the promoter region of the mouse SIP gene and confirmed by the induction of SIP mRNA expression in mouse embryo fibroblasts upon activation of a p53-dependent pathway by transfection with rasV12 or rasV12/E1A. In conclusion, SIP being a proapoptotic gene induced through p53 activation could be a stress-induced gene with antitumour properties.